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Constituency Work, Parliamentary Duties,
Community Campaigns, Out and About,
Round up so far.
I was proud to
sponsor and
speak at a WASPI
(Women Against
State Pension Inequality) rally
outside of Parliament. I have
been very pleased
to see that SNP
colleagues in
Westminster continually press the
UK government
on this.
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In Parliament, I spoke out in support Twitter: https://
twitter.com/
of keeping the cleft palate facilities
ashtenRD
in Edinburgh. The Edinburgh service
with its multi-disciplinary team is
Website: https://
one of the best in the UK and recog- ashdenham.scot/
nised as being of international
standard. And it would be a real
shame to lose this from Edinburgh.

Congratulations to Action Porty on
their successful Save Bellfield campaign . And

being granted the community right
to buy !

I met and gave my
support to Access
to Politics, a project
run by Inclusion
Scotland, that
works to open up
access to elected
office for disabled
people.

I had a visit from 28 Danish pupils today. We gave
them a tour of Parliament and then arranged tickets for them to see the afternoon's debate. I enjoyed chatting with them about the similarities
between Scottish and Danish politics.
If you would like to come and visit Parliament
please contact me and I can arrange this for you.

I spoke
with representatives
of Police
Scotland
about how
to increase
safety in
the Edinburgh East
area.

If you are part of a community group or charity and would
like me to come and see what you do or offer support in a
particular event, then please contact my office and we will
have it arranged.

I spoke at the Human Trafficking Justice Night to help raise
awareness of human trafficking both worldwide and here
in Scotland. Every 4 days
someone is human trafficked
into Scotland.

